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Abstract: In pursuit of more efficient load-bearing solutions for ship deck panels of Very Large
Crude Carriers exposed to vertical hull girder bending forces, laser-welded web-core sandwich
panels are considered as an alternative to conventional stiffened panels. The primary goal is to
identify a lighter steel sandwich structure capable of matching the ultimate strength of conventional
counterparts. Utilizing non-linear finite element analysis, the ultimate strength of conventional decks
subjected to uniaxial compression is assessed. Attention is then shifted to laser-welded sandwich
panels, with a detailed examination of how various design parameters influence their performance.
Specifically, four key design aspects of unidirectional vertical webs, including face thickness, web
thickness, web height, and web spacing, are optimized to strike a balance between weight and
strength through structural optimization techniques combined with the response surface method.
Ultimately, a comparison is drawn between the ultimate strength of these innovative steel sandwich
panels and their conventional, stiffened counterparts. The findings reveal that web-core sandwich
panels, when employed as an alternative, result in a notable reduction in hull weight, thereby
showcasing the potential for a more efficient and sustainable approach in the maritime industry.

Keywords: steel sandwich panels; ultimate strength; buckling analysis; stiffened panel; response
surface optimization; marine structures

1. Introduction

Light-weight sandwich structures have become more widely used recently in a range
of industrial applications, such as aerospace, automotive, offshore and shipbuilding [1–3].
The use of sandwich structures can result in significant weight savings and improved
performance, making them an attractive option for many engineering applications. These
structures are characterized by a common feature of two facing sheets separated by a
core layer. Face sheets of sandwich panels contribute to structural rigidity and shield the
core from damage. Substantial bending stiffness is attained under loading conditions,
as the face sheets bear both compressive and tensile loads, while the core absorbs shear
stresses generated by transverse forces and provides support to prevent the skins from
buckling [4–6].

Sandwich constructions can be classified as all metal which consists of a core made of
steel or aluminium and the faces made of the same metal [7,8]. Another type is hybrid metal,
which is a blend of materials, comprising both metals and non-metals, where facing sheets
are made from metallic materials but the core is made from composite materials. Finally,
composite sandwich panels which have face sheets made from a composite material [9–11] are
also available in all composite ships [12] or in hybrid ships with steel and composites [13,14].

Comparing sandwich constructions to conventional steel structures, there are various
benefits, such as simplified structure, reduced weight [15–17], and improved fatigue resis-
tance [18]. Other advantages are provided in specific applications, such as heat insulating
performance [19], improved impact strength [20], and blast and ballistic resistance [21].
Each of these results in lower production costs and a longer, safer service life [22].
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In a study concerning the ultimate strength of laser-welded sandwich structures,
Kozak [23] conducted a series of experiments and numerical simulations to examine
the ultimate strength of steel sandwich beams. The findings revealed that the failure
modes exhibited variation depending on the specific cross-sections of the plates. Kolsters
and Zenkert [24] extended the buckling model to the elastic–plastic regime to ascertain
the maximum strength of sandwich plates. To substantiate the results, experimental
tests were conducted to examine the disparity in load-carrying capacity between a
web-core sandwich panel and a stiffened plate when subjected to axial loading in the
direction of the web stiffener. Jelovica and Romanoff [25,26] conducted analytical and
numerical studies to investigate the bifurcation buckling behaviour of sandwich panels
with unidirectional stiffeners.

Buckling analysis and non-linear finite element analysis were performed under in-
plane ultimate unidirectional compression for metal sandwich panels, V-type and I-type
metal corrugated sandwich panel structures, and combined with the conventional stiffened
plate structure. The weight reduction of I-type metal corrugated sandwich panels is
higher than the stiffened panel and V-type metal corrugated sandwich panel [27]. A
numerical study was conducted to investigate the ultimate strength characteristics of web-
core sandwich plates joined with laser welding and subjected to in-plane compression. This
investigation took into account the influence of initial deflections, boundary conditions,
and the stiffness associated with the rotation of the laser weld [28]. In the work conducted
by Zhong et al. [29], an investigation was conducted on the ultimate strength and collapse
behaviour of the hull girder, considering the presence of an upper sandwich deck and its
exposure to vertical bending, horizontal bending, torsion, and combinations of these loads.
Through numerical analyses, the study successfully established and rigorously validated
the correlations between the ultimate strength and interactions for hull girders subjected to
combined two moments or combined three moments.

The present study makes use of innovative stiffener cross-sections made of laser-
welded vertical web sandwich panels in an effort to increase the ultimate strength to
weight ratio of ship structures. Non-linear finite element analysis (NLFEA) is used for the
assessment of the ultimate strength and maximum load carrying capacity of a stiffened
panel from the deck of a double-hull Very Large Crude Carrier (VLCC) under in-plane
compression. For that purpose, ANSYS (2022 R2) software is used. An equivalent vertical
web panel is obtained based on optimization using the response surface method (RSM)
with ANSYS DesignXplorer software. The findings obtained using NLFEA of laser-welded
web-core sandwich panels subjected to uniaxial compressive loading are presented. The
selection of the specific numerical analyses is determined by the design of experiments
(DOE) methodology. These NLFEA findings form the basis for developing the mathematical
models required for the implementation of response surface methodology (RSM). These
models are employed for design optimization using genetic algorithms (GA) with the
aim of predicting the optimal configuration of vertical web sandwich panels that have a
minimum weight and strength equivalent to those of conventional panels.

2. Case Study

The selection of the model to be used is one of the parts of this study that inspires more
concerns to achieve the most reliable results. In the current study, longitudinal stiffened
deck panels at the centre tank of a double-hull Very Large Crude Carrier (VLCC) are taken
into consideration. Table 1 and Figure 1 provide a summary of the midship section and the
key features of the VLCC.

This research concentrates on one-bay deck panels. The geometrical features of the
deck panels with the conventional T-stiffeners are shown in Figure 2.
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Table 1. Principal dimensions of the object ship.

Parameter Value

Ship length overall (m) 332
Ship length between perpendicular (m) 320

Ship breadth (m) 58
Ship depth (m) 31

Design draft (m) 20.8
Displacement at design draft (ton) 341,000
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The proposed vertical web sandwich panel is optimized to obtain the lightest panel
that has the same ultimate strength as a conventional one. In order to obtain the response
surfaces, a grid of 144 design points is generated for the four input parameters shown
in Figure 3. Parameter identification plays a vital role as it establishes the crucial input
parameters affecting the model’s output variables. The design space remains constant.
A comprehensive design approach is being utilized, where all feasible parameter values
are systematically varied across a grid. This method is employed to ensure an exhaustive
exploration of the parameter space, leaving no potential values untested. The intervals for
the input parameters are determined as follows:

• Face thickness (tf): [8–12 mm] with increment of 2 mm.
• Web thickness (tw): [6–12 mm] with increment of 2 mm.
• Web height (hc): [100–200 mm] with increment of 50 mm.
• Web spacing (S): [100–400 mm] with increment of 100 mm.
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3. Finite Element Modelling

The significance of determining the ultimate strength in structural elements and
systems is crucial, as it corresponds to their maximum load bearing capacity [30]. Over
time, research into buckling and ultimate strength concerns in ship structures has been
widely conducted using various methods, including analytical approaches [31], simplified
numerical methods [32], experimental tests [33], and empirical studies. The capabilities of
non-linear finite element analysis have seen significant progress in recent years, primarily
driven by advances in computing power [34]. Numerical techniques have now become
an invaluable part of most structural research. Utilizing the finite element method for
thin-walled structures frequently necessitates the use of non-linear analysis. The problem
of ultimate strength assessment using NLFEA has clear and validated procedures for the
assessment of buckling and ultimate strength capacities of stiffened panels, which have
been widely used for conventional stiffened panels [35,36].

The present study performs NLFEA to investigate the uniaxial compressive capacity of
vertical web sandwich panels, which is compared with that of the conventionally stiffened
panels. A linear eigen-value analysis is performed to define the initial global imperfections
that will be used later in the stiffened plate’s non-linear buckling analysis. The eigenmodes
determined from the linear buckling analysis are used to prepare the originally deformed
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model that will be used in the non-linear analysis as input. The process of initializing
linear buckling solutions starts with a prescribed initial out-of-plane deflection with the
shape of the panel’s first eigenmode under a compression load and an amplitude of
1 mm. This method considers the unit approach eigenmode as a reference for assessing the
panel’s response to compression. Only global deflections are considered because the laser
welding due to its concentrated heat input does not induce significant residual stresses
and permanent local deflections that are typical in steel stiffened panels [37]. The load-
shortening curve (LSC) depicts the unidirectional shortening of a stiffened panel, resulting
from the imposition of a compressive load oriented in the corresponding direction. The
highest point on the LSC is the onset of panel collapse, as a significant decrease in the
panel’s resistance to compressive stress immediately follows it. Thus, it represents the
panel’s ultimate buckling capacity. The main steps of the analysis are summarized in the
flowchart in Figure 4.
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3.1. Numerical Model Characteristics

ANSYS Design Modeler Software is used for modelling. The choice is made to
employ the SHELL181 element from the ANSYS element library to discretize the stiffened
plate models into structural elements. SHELL181 is particularly suitable for applications
involving linearity, significant rotations, and/or substantial strain non-linearity. This
element comprises four nodes, and each node has six degrees of freedom: translations
along the x, y, and z axes, as well as rotations about the x, y, and z axes. The element has
plasticity, viscoelasticity, stress stiffening, large deflection, and large strain capabilities. The
same steel grade is used for both conventional and sandwich panels (faces and longitudinal
webs) as indicated in Table 2. It is assumed that the stress–strain curve follows an idealized
elastic, perfectly plastic behaviour, without considering any material hardening effects as
shown in Figure 5.

Table 2. Material main characteristics of Steel Grade A.

Density Young’s
Modulus Poisson’s Ratio Yield Stress Strain

Hardening

kg/m3 E (MPa) ν σy (MPa) Et/E

7800 206,000 0.3 315 0
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3.2. Boundary Conditions and Loading

To simulate longitudinal bending, the degrees of freedom of all nodes on the fore,
aft, and side edges of the model are defined. The nodes of the end cross sections of the
stiffeners are subjected to the same boundary conditions as their corresponding plate edge.
The implementation of the appropriate boundary conditions for a load case is shown in
Figure 6. The boundary conditions are established to involve displacement constraints
along the X, Y, and Z axes, labelled as Dx, Dy, and Dz, correspondingly. These constraints
dictate how the structure is fixed or restrained in these particular directions. For instance,
Dx signifies the displacement along the X axis, Dy signifies the displacement along the
Y axis, and Dz corresponds to the displacement along the Z axis. The same boundary
conditions are applied for all models. For the derivation of the load end-shortening curves
and the estimation of the ultimate buckling capacity, the load is introduced as a forced
displacement on the fore or aft edge of the model and the corresponding reaction force on
the opposite edge is calculated. The magnitude of the imposed displacement should be
adequately large to produce sufficient deformation beyond the ultimate buckling capacity
of the panel.
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3.3. Initial Imperfections

Initial imperfections can be caused by a variety of factors, including the quality of
the base materials, the manufacturing process, and the welding process itself [38]. The
initial deflections have a significant impact on the ultimate strength analysis of ship hull
structures, and should be accounted for in the ultimate strength assessment [39,40]. Recent
research indicates that the influence of welding residual stresses with an average value
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on the ultimate strength of structures is relatively limited [41]. The energy concentration
in laser welding far surpasses that found in conventional welding techniques like flame
cutting and fusion welding, and the heat-affected zone is relatively small [29]. By utilizing
laser welding, the focused energy of the laser beam is harnessed to rapidly vaporize the
material undergoing the welding process. This produces the characteristic keyhole and the
elongated, thin shape typically associated with laser welds. Another advantage of laser
welding is its capacity to achieve significantly higher welding speeds when compared to
the conventional arc welding techniques. Generally, panels welded using this approach
display reduced welding distortions and offer improved flatness in contrast to conventional
structures [9,15].

The shape of the first eigenmode can be introduced as an initial imperfection [42]. Two
primary categories of initial deflection are under scrutiny: localized deflections occurring
within the face plates and the global deflection observed across the sandwich plate. In the
latter case, this deflection exhibits a global characteristic, manifesting a singular half-wave
pattern along both the longitudinal and transverse axes. On the other hand, the localized
deflections within the face plates encompass symmetric and asymmetric variations relative
to the geometric mid-plane, as depicted in Figure 7.
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The initial deflections are provided as follows:

1. Local deflection of the sandwich plate:

• Symmetric local deflections of the face plates;

wlocal−symmetric =

{
Ao sin

(mπx
a

)
sin

(πy
s
)
, f or top f ace plate

−Ao sin
(mπx

a
)

sin
(πy

s
)
, f or bottom f ace plate

(1)

• Asymmetric local deflections of the face plates.

wlocal−asymmetric =

{
Ao sin

(mπx
a

)
sin

(πy
s
)
, f or top f ace plate

Ao sin
(mπx

a
)

sin
(πy

s
)
, f or bottom f ace plate

(2)

2. Global deflection of the sandwich plate.

wglobal = Bo sin
(mπx

a

)
sin

(πy
s

)
(3)
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In the present study, the first mode of linear eigenvalue buckling analysis is chosen
to simulate the initial deformation of plates and stiffened plates. However, the ultimate
strength and the mode of collapse of the stiffened panels are affected only slightly [43,44].

3.4. Validation of the Applied Procedure

To validate the suggested methodologies, a comparison is made with relevant published
results such as those of Khan and Zhang [45]. The attributes of the stiffened panel employed
for validating the established numerical methodologies are outlined in Table 3. The load
end-shortening curve derived from the non-linear finite element analysis performed in this
study can be contrasted with the one depicted in Figure 8. The comparison of the ultimate
load is very good, and the post-buckling behaviour can be considered satisfactory, given that
different software and initial imperfections have been used. Furthermore, different iterative
schemes have been used, where Khan and Zhang [45] used static Riks arc-length iteration
scheme while the present work used Newton–Raphson equilibrium iterations.

Table 3. Geometric characteristics of the stiffened panel under examination in the validation study.

L (mm) Bp (mm) s (mm) N tp (mm) dw (mm) tw (mm) bf (mm) tf (mm)

4300 4075 815 4 17 463 8 172 17
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Figure 8. Normalized stress–strain curves of the present NLFEA results and Khan and Zhang [45].

3.5. NLFEA Results for Sandwich Panels

Figure 9 displays the FE method findings prior to running the numerical simulation. A
total of 144 numerical analysis are conducted to obtain the ultimate strength of vertical web
sandwich panels under longitudinal compression. The longitudinal direction describes
the distance between the webs and webs’ height, which is divided into twelve sections.
Each section contains twelve symbols according to face thickness and web thickness.
The transverse direction describes the strain, and the vertical direction shows the axial
compressive stress. As expected, ULS tends to decrease when the distance between the
vertical webs is increased. Also, when the face sheet’s thickness or web’s thickness increases,
the ULS tends to increase.
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4. Optimization Analysis and Results

An optimal design of sandwich structures means finding sizes and materials that offer
a minimum weight, maximum strength/stiffness, or minimal cost in relation to one or
more constraints. The constraints in the different failure modes may be stiffness or strength,
or a combination thereof.

Several methods for an optimal design of sandwich constructions are described. The
optimization process used here is based on the response surface method (RSM), in which the
results of the ultimate strength calculations are represented by polynomial functions, which
avoid the need of performing a new NLFEA at each step of the optimization procedure [46].

RSM requires the design of experiments (DOE) method to determine the values of the
various input parameters to be used in producing the output ones. After the finite element
evaluation of the strength of the panels with each set of the input parameters, the outputs of
each calculation are used to fit a full, second-degree polynomial response surface, generated for
every output parameter. The response surface is used in connection with a genetic algorithm
to determine the output value that corresponds to the optimum design.

Figure 10 shows the steps that are used in this study for the optimization of the web-
core panels as an alternative to the conventional stiffened ones. The provided flowchart
delineates a structured and rigorous pathway for achieving structural optimization. The
study involves a systematic approach to optimize the structural performance of the panels.
It begins by identifying crucial parameters, which are defined as face thickness (tf), web
thickness (tw), web height (hc), and web spacing (S), that significantly impact structural
behaviour. DOE techniques are then employed to methodically select input parameter
values. Subsequently, NLFEA is conducted to simulate how the structures behave under
various conditions for all DOEs. The optimization phase revolves around the constructed
response surface to capture the intricate relationship between design variables and pre-
defined objectives, such as maximizing structural strength or minimizing weights. This
process leads to the identification of potential solution points within the design space,
ultimately culminating in the selection of the most suitable solution.

With these four input parameters, a total of 144 distinct design points are generated,
and the output parameters are computed using NLFEA. Local sensitivity pertains to the
responsiveness of the objectives concerning structural parameters. A large local sensitivity
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indicates a more substantial impact of input parameters on the output strength. Moreover,
the positive and negative distribution of sensitivity values signifies either the augmentation
or attenuation of optimization objectives.
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Figure 10. Flowchart for the optimization process using RSM.

As shown in Figure 11, the distance between vertical webs (P4) has an obvious impact
on ultimate axial load (P5) and weight (P6), and all are negatively interrelated. The web
thickness (P1) has a greater influence on the weight (P6) parameter, while the effects on
the ultimate axial load were relatively small. The effects of the web thickness (P2) and web
height (P3) were normal.

The response surface optimization is performed utilizing the multi-objective genetic
algorithm (MOGA) for the evaluation of the optimal design. The MOGA method is a
variant derived from the widely used NSGA-II (non-dominated sorted genetic algorithm-
II), incorporating controlled elitism principles. It is designed to handle problems with
multiple objectives and constraints, with its primary objective being the identification
of global optimum solutions [47,48]. The developed response surfaces are presented in
Figure 12.

Goal-driven optimization (GDO) represents a constrained, multi-objective optimiza-
tion approach that seeks to extract optimal designs from predefined sample sets, guided
by user-defined objectives rooted in parameterized values. GDO encompasses various
objective types, including no-objective, minimization, maximization, target values less than
or equal to, and target values greater than or equal to the specified input target value.

As required, the ultimate axial load (P5) is set to be equal to 1.18 × 108 N with
this calculated for the conventional stiffened panel. Furthermore, the weight (P6) is set
to minimize, where the weight of conventional stiffened panel equals 25.2 tons. The
optimization process was set to generate the three best candidate points and the results are
given in Table 4.
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Table 4. Response surface optimization candidate points.

Input Parameters Output Parameters

tf (mm) tw (mm) hc (mm) S (mm) Ultimate Load (N) Weight (ton)

Candidate Point 1 8.0321 7.9796 100.88 177.61 1.18 × 108 18.092

Candidate Point 2 8.0686 7.5898 102.48 174.91 1.18 × 108 18.089

Candidate Point 3 8.0171 7.273 108.69 174.21 1.18 × 108 18.1

The primary aim of this research is to explore the replacement of conventional panels
with vertical web-core sandwich panels possessing equivalent strength but reduced weight.
For the panels considered here, the weight of the conventional panel equals 25.2-tons, while
the weight of the optimized vertical web sandwich panels is reduced to 18.1-tons, as shown
in Table 4. Therefore, a 7.1 ton reduction in weight is achieved based on the sandwich panel
which is approximately 28%. This shows that it is possible to reduce the steel weight of the
vessel by using web-core sandwich panels.

Figure 13 presents the curve depicting the compressive load (in N) plotted against dis-
placement (in mm), which is derived from the non-linear finite element analysis performed
in this study for conventional stiffened panels and compared with optimum sandwich
panels obtained from the candidate points where face thickness tf = 8 mm, web thickness
tw = 8 mm, web height hc = 100 mm, and web spacing S = 175 mm.
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Figure 12. The response surface depicting the ultimate axial load concerning variations in the input
parameters, where: (a) face thickness vs. web thickness; (b) face thickness vs. web height; (c) face
thickness vs. web spacing; (d) web thickness vs. web height; (e) web thickness vs. web spacing;
(f) web height vs. web spacing.
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5. Conclusions

The primary focus of this research is on vertical web-core steel sandwich panels,
with the aim of examining their ultimate compressive capacity while comparing weight
reduction for the same ultimate load with conventional stiffened panels. Non-linear finite
element analyses are conducted using the ANSYS (2022 R2) software to assess the load
bearing capability of the proposed panels in comparison to a conventional panel when
subjected to uniaxial compressive loading. The study involves 144 cases of numerical
simulation results to ensure accuracy and relevance to the behaviour of the sandwich
panels. The design parameters considered include face thickness, web thickness, web
height, and the spacing between webs.

An optimization process is performed to seek the lightest sandwich panel that has a
strength equivalent to that of a conventional one. Three web-core panels were concluded
with 28% weight reduction as compared with an equivalent conventional panel. This shows
that it is possible to reduce the steel weight of a vessel by using web-core sandwich panels.

The results are checked in order to ensure that the values of the chosen design param-
eters are the best candidates within the defined constraints. Based on the optimization
results, it is concluded that face plate thickness should be 8 mm, the thickness of vertical
webs should be 8 mm, the height of webs should be 100 mm, and web spacing should
be 175 mm for the optimum design. According to the optimization results, a model that
has an optimum cross-section thickness is designed and analysed. Figure 13 displays the
load-shortening curve of the optimal sandwich panel alongside the conventional coun-
terpart. As is evident in the figure, the strength of the optimal model matches that of the
conventional one.

Local sensitivity analysis is a powerful tool in determining the influence of input
parameters on output parameters in structural systems. By analysing the effect of changes
in a specific parameter on the overall behaviour of the structure, local sensitivity analysis
helps identify the most influential parameters that have a significant impact on structural
performance. According to this study, it was found that the distance between vertical webs
had a significant negative impact on both the ultimate axial load and weight parameters. In
contrast, the web thickness had a greater influence on the weight parameter, with relatively
little effect on the ultimate axial load. The effects of the web thickness and web height
were within the expected range. These findings can inform the optimization and design
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of structural systems, enabling engineers to identify the most influential parameters and
optimize them to achieve the desired performance with minimal material usage and cost.
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